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Abstract: This paper explores potential tensions in transformative learning and environmental
and sustainability education (ESE) between, on the one hand, pluralistic approaches, and, on the
other hand, promotion of societal change to address urgent issues. We stipulate that design of ESE
inevitably contributes to a bounding of the plurality of facts and values that are acknowledged in a
given learning process. Based on a frame analysis of the Swedish Green Flag initiative, we argue that
such bounding by design is a key aspect of how ESE practitioners handle tensions between pluralism
and urgency, either consciously or unconsciously. Given its inevitability and importance, we assert
that bounding by design is insufficiently theorized in ESE literature, which might partly explain that
practitioners perceive pluralistic ideals as challenging. In the empirics, we discern three justifications
for bounding by design: (i) certain facts or degree of scientific consensus; (ii) objectives decided
by elected bodies; and (iii) decisions taken by student and teacher representatives. We point to the
theory of libertarian paternalism and a typology of democratic legitimacy as conceptual tools that
can guide further scrutiny of pluralistic ESE and support practitioners in undertaking conscious and
transparent bounding by design.
Keywords: environmental and sustainability education; transformative learning; education for
sustainable development; environmental education; pluralism; libertarian paternalism; legitimacy

1. Introduction
A central thought figure in research and policy related to environmental and sustainability
education (ESE) is the connection between pluralistic means and sustainability ends. Several premises
underpin this thought figure, including the complexity and uncertainty of sustainability issues,
adherence to certain democratic values and the potential for learning, agency and an increased
concern for common rather than individual goods by involvement of multiple perspectives.
Frequently, sustainability issues are not only characterized as complex and uncertain, but also
as grave and urgent, therefore demanding radical societal changes as well as pluralistic and participatory
approaches. This combination of ideas is present in the discourse on transformative learning related to
sustainability, the focus area of this special issue. As an example, Lotz-Sisitka et al. call for higher education
that promotes “whole system re-design”, including re-thinking of “the very foundations of what we currently do”
and “a paradigm shift and a transition towards doing better things differently (transformation) rather than doing what
we do better (optimization)” [1] (p. 1), as well as pedagogies that value “disruptive competences” (p. 5). In the
same paper, the authors assert that “The transformative, transgressive forms of learning described all require
engaged forms of pedagogy that involve multi-voiced engagement with multiple actors” (p. 6).
The combination of ideas points to potential tensions. Stipulating urgency and graveness as
defining properties of a given sustainability issue might compromise pluralism by downplaying
arguments for status quo or slower reform. Conversely, acknowledgement of a wide range of
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actors and arguments might compromise swift and radical societal transformations towards specific
sustainability objectives.
Such potential tensions are no doubt familiar to every ESE scholar, as they lie at the core of
longstanding debates within the field. The discussions can be traced back at least to when Lucas
outlined how environmental education can be in, about or for the environment ([2]; see also [3–5]).
Wals describe the tensions in the following way:
“On the one hand there is a deep concern about the state of the planet and a sense of urgency
that demands a break with existing non-sustainable systems, lifestyles, and routines, while
on the other there is a conviction that it is wrong to persuade, influence, or even educate
people towards pre- and expert-determined ways of thinking and acting.” [6] (p. 150)
Along the same lines, Lambrechts et al. assert that “the urgency of wicked problems does not allow for
relativism, and the unpredictability of it does not allow paternalistic and indoctrination approaches.” [7] (p. 11).
The tensions are acknowledged also in literature dealing specifically with transformative learning.
Moore describes them in terms of ethics:
“Transformative learning is based on the notion of recreating underlying thoughts and
assumptions about the systems, structures, and societies that we are a part of. This includes an
ethical dimension related to the intentions, methods, and preconceived outcomes suggested
by the educator. What are we transforming students into? Are we biased toward certain
outcomes for the transformation?” [8] (p. 86)
In this paper, we argue that the bounding of the plurality of facts or values that can potentially
be considered in a given ESE context is a key aspect of how the tensions play out and are handled in
practice. Drawing on frame theory and a heuristic model, we will explore this argument by analyzing
how tensions between pluralism and other prominent norms in ESE are perceived by an important
Swedish ESE initiative—the Green Flag, run by the Keep Sweden Tidy Foundation. The Green Flag
supports ESE in schools and pre-schools by providing a structure for lectures and activities, and the
Keep Sweden Tidy Foundation produces teaching material that is used within the Green Flag structure.
The shift from “traditional” environmental education to education for sustainable development
(ESD) in recent decades has been accompanied by an increased emphasis on pluralism and participation
in ESE research [9,10]. While there are certainly exceptions [11,12], we assert that, at an overall level,
less emphasis has been put on normative teaching approaches that draw on scientific facts and
models as objective foundations for value judgements regarding desirable behavior and societal
development—what has been called value-rational scientism [13]. By contrast, there is now a
substantial literature that explores the rationale and potential of pluralism in ESE from different
standpoints. Several contributions link it to pragmatism, in particular to Dewey’s transactional
learning theory and his work on interlinkages between education and democracy as communicative
processes [13–17]. Habermas’s theories on communicative action and deliberative democracy have also
been influential [18–20]. Both the seminal works on transformative learning [21,22] and contributions
on transformative and social learning in the context of ESE [23–25] draw in part on Dewey and
Habermas, and stress interaction between a plurality of perspectives as opposed to prescription
of certain norms. Contributions on action competence stress the need for pluralism in order to
develop capacity to discuss and critically evaluate alternatives [26,27]. In recent years, several
studies have explored pluralism in ESE in terms of political struggles between conflicting perspectives
striving for hegemony [28–32], drawing on poststructuralist critique formulated by e.g., Mouffe of
consensus-oriented deliberation as idealized in Habermas’s works [33].
In the literature advocating pluralistic ESE, the necessity of bounding pluralism is often
acknowledged, either implicitly or explicitly. In one sense, the necessity is trivial, simply reflecting
the fundamental didactic question on what to include or not in education. As stated by Van Poeck
and Östman, ESE “necessarily entails the demarcation of what is taken into account and what is not—that
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is, an inevitable struggle over what to care about” [30] (p. 1420). The observation aligns with the widely
accepted notion of ESE as unavoidably political and normative [4,34,35].
Still, we argue that literature advocating pluralistic ESE has not sufficiently theorized crucial
aspects of how bounding of pluralism is undertaken in practice. While a number of studies explore
how pluralism plays out in interactions between teachers and students in Swedish classroom
settings [36–39], ESE practitioners’ own reasoning on how they bound it when they design learning
material, lectures and other activities has evaded close scrutiny in literature known to us, indicating a
gap between empirics and theory.
As we elaborate in our discussion, the different strands of literature advocating pluralistic ESE
mainly theorize bounding of pluralism as an outcome from within learning processes that adhere
to certain standards, emphasizing also the situational judgement of teachers. This aligns with the
constructivist foundations of this literature, as well as with certain democratic values. Based on our
analysis of written Green Flag material and the reasoning of Green Flag strategists, we however suggest
that in ESE practice, pluralism is always bounded in part, either consciously or unconsciously, through
design of learning processes and materials—bounding by design. We see that such bounding by design
can be used by ESE practitioners to navigate the tension between pluralistic ideals and a desire to
steer the attention of learners and teachers towards specific discourses, topics or problem formulations,
thereby creating a bias towards certain sustainability issues and directions for societal change.
We will argue that the results of this study call for further theorizing, scrutiny and methodological
development in relation to bounding of pluralism by design, both in transformative learning
approaches and in ESE in a broader sense. The reluctance towards theorizing bounding by design in
literature advocating pluralistic ESE is often implied in expressions of resistance against indoctrination
and paternalism [3,7,23,40], as exemplified by the quote from Lambrechts et al. above. However,
that bounding of pluralism by design is difficult to avoid in ESE suggests that paternalism is too, at least
in formal education settings. In this regard, we will point to the work on libertarian paternalism by
Sunstein and Thaler [41,42] as a theorization of non-neutral design that is of relevance to transformative
learning and ESE. We will also demonstrate a correspondence between justifications for bounding
by design suggested by Green Flag strategists and O’Neill’s typology of legitimacy in democratic
representation [43]. While additional studies are needed to establish whether this correspondence also
holds among ESE practitioners in other contexts, we see that the typology can provide a structure for
future critical examinations of pluralistic ESE, as well as conceptual support for more conscious and
transparent choices regarding bounding by design.
2. Materials and Methods
The empirical case that we have selected for our study—the Green Flag—is a partner in the global
Eco Schools program, and has grown successfully since its inception in 1996. As of 2017, it is used
in c. 2 700 Swedish preschools and schools at primary and secondary levels [44]. According to our
experience, the number of school units affiliated with the Green Flag is one of the most common
indicators of ESE implementation among Swedish municipalities. The strong position of Green Flag
can partly be explained by the relatively few political ESE support initiatives in Sweden during the
UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD) [45,46]. Arguably, it is of interest to
study how such a widely spread ESE initiative as the Green Flag perceives and handles the potential
tensions associated with pluralistic ESE outlined above.
Our analysis draws on frame theory, which assumes that language shapes practitioners’ view
of the reality and thus the way they act [47,48]. Following Schön and Rein, we define frames as
the “underlying structures of belief, perception and appreciation” [47] (p.23) that informs practitioners
understanding. Several studies of frames have shown that people’s sense making may be messy
and ambiguous rather than linear and straightforward. Thus, it is possible that the same individual
draws on several internally inconsistent frames that shape their thinking and actions in complex and
unpredictable ways [49].
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“Radical”, i.e. promoting fundamental change on a societal level by challenging existing norms
and institutions. This definition corresponds to radical properties linked to the concept of
transformative learning by some ESE scholars [1,54].

The space between the two endpoints of the axis accordingly defines a spectrum between status
quo or reform-based change that does not challenge prevailing norms to the left and increasingly
radical change to the right.
Compared to the heuristic model in Jickling and Wals [23] (Figure 1, p. 9), our model has been
adapted to the analytical purpose of this study by inclusion of separate frames linked to pluralism and
radical social change, respectively. This allows us to make explicit and investigate the potential tensions
inherent in conceptualizations of transformative learning and pluralism in ESE. By contrast, the model
by Jickling and Wals includes a single “Socio-Constructivist/Transformative” “idea about ‘education’” (p. 9)
that in our interpretation implies both pluralism (the authors refer to Dewey’s transactional learning
theory and co-creation) and radicalism (expressed as social critique and action orientation).
Apart from obvious tensions involved in combining the frames at opposite ends of the same axis
in relation to a specific topic in ESE, tensions between frames from separate axes are also conceivable.
The axes are not independent, as the societal role of education influences and is influenced by
teaching traditions in terms of pedagogy and didactics. Torbjörnsson describes this connection in the
following way:
“[One] question concerns to what extent the purpose of education should be seen as
conserving or change-inducing at societal level. No matter how the question is answered,
each reply illustrates that teaching has political and moral consequences that are dependent
on the teacher’s conscious or subconscious didactic choices.” [55] (p. 42; translated by us)
Consequently, tension may arise if promotion of radical societal change is combined with
pluralistic teaching wide enough to embrace arguments for slow reform or status quo. Conversely,
tension may arise between reproduction of certain societal values and pluralistic teaching that embraces
arguments against these values. In a corresponding way, potential tensions associated with normative
teaching are conceivable, if the logic underlying this teaching tradition is at odds with values that the
education system aims to either safeguard through reproduction or establish through societal change.
Two analytical questions that correspond to the two axes in our heuristic model have guided our
analysis of the empirics. In the written material, we looked for sections describing:
1.
2.

desirable or actual influence from Green Flag activities on a societal level, and
correspondence between Green Flag activities and the normative and pluralistic teaching traditions.
The interviews had two stages in common:

1.

2.

At the onset of each interview, the respondents were asked to describe their views on (a) desirable
or actual influence from Green Flag activities on a societal level; and (b) correspondence between
Green Flag activities and the normative and pluralistic teaching traditions. These two points
mirror the analytical questions applied to the written material.
Then, the respondents were pointed to possible tensions elicited from the written material and
the initial stage of the interviews, as interpreted by us. The respondents were asked if they agreed
on these possible tensions and, if so, how they are handled, or could be handled, in the Green
Flag initiative.

Following frame analysis methodology [56], we have searched for salient information related to
the analytical questions in the written material and interview transcriptions, i.e., information that is
emphasized and/or persists across different statements and sources. We have interpreted such salient
information as articulations of frames. In our analysis below, all quotes have been translated from
Swedish to English by us.
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3. Results
3.1. Frames Elicited from Written Green Flag Material
A key document that outlines the theoretical foundations of the Green Flag is called “Our
philosophy—Agency and sustainable development in school” [57] (hereafter, we refer to it as the
“Our Philosophy document”). It is an articulation of an ESE research-practice interface, as it identifies
principles and findings in Swedish ESE research that Green Flag adheres to, thus providing a backdrop
for frames elicited in the other empirics.
In terms of the horizontal axis describing the societal role of education in our heuristic model,
the potential for students to become change agents runs through the document as a general theme, as
indicated already in the title. Two examples of this are given below:
“It is important to lecture about grave future issues, and pedagogues should not be afraid to
make students concerned. Instead, it is about helping young people to handle their worries
in a constructive way. [ . . . ] In order to sense hope, it is important to feel that it is possible to
act and exercise influence, as well as trust in other actors to do something.” (p. 3)
“As students grow older it becomes important also to visualize interconnections, and
to discuss solutions at a higher level of abstraction than lifestyle and everyday choices.
One example is to discuss what happens if we as individuals or groups decrease our
consumption of fossil fuels. This might inspire other individuals and groups around the
world to do the same. It might also lead to decreasing fossil fuel prices, which might cause
others to increase their consumption. Therefore, agreements at higher levels need to be discussed
as well, e.g., carbon dioxide fees or cap and share. If not, there is a risk that many students
remain at the level of the private sphere in their reasoning about the climate issue.” (p. 5)
Societal (not just individual) change is implied here through the focus on agency, along with an
orientation towards “solutions” to sustainability issues, some of which are perceived as “grave”. It is
not explicit how radical the scope of this change is, and the document does not provide outlines of the
content of desired change, save for the section on fossil fuels quoted above. Instead, the document cites
a more overarching goal in the Swedish national “Curriculum for the compulsory school, preschool
class and school-age educare” (hereafter, we refer to this document as “the curriculum”): “each student
[ . . . ] shows respect and care for both the immediate environment, as well as the environment from a broader
perspective” (p. 3).
A few paragraphs in the Our Philosophy document adhere to notions of human rights and certain
democratic values:
”Education aiming for agency should have democracy built in to its objectives, means and
methods. The education should convey knowledge about basic democratic values, but it
should also, in accordance with the Swedish national Curriculum [ . . . ], be implemented
through democratic modes of work [ . . . ]” (p. 4)
Democracy is a complex and contested concept, and the text does not specify “basic democratic
values” or “democratic modes of work” in detail. However, it emphasizes participation, influence, and
respect for different opinions. These values are arguably widely accepted and well institutionalized in
the Swedish democratic system, at least at the formal level, and in this sense the text implies a strive to
reproduce them.
In terms of the vertical axis in our heuristic model, several sections in the Our Philosophy
document embrace the pluralistic teaching tradition, as exemplified in the quote below. By contrast,
frames that explicitly align with the normative teaching tradition are lacking.
“Environmental issues are increasingly viewed as conflicts of interests among humans,
including ecological as well as social and economic sustainability aspects, which makes them
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more political. The task of the school from a pluralistic perspective is to critically examine
and analyze both facts and values without providing readymade answers regarding what is
a correct choice.” (p. 5)
In one instance, the text points to a potential tension between pluralistic teaching and respect for
human rights:
“The curriculum states that the school should be open to divergent opinions and encourage
that these are articulated. At the same time, it is important not to lose other parts of the value
foundation [of the curriculum], such as respect for human rights and that all humans are
equal in dignity.” (p. 5)
The other analyzed written Green Flag material mostly aligns with the frames that dominate the
Our Philosophy document. Statements that imply reproduction of democratic values and pluralistic
teaching are salient. In Green Flag information and promotion material, a strive for societal change is
mostly outlined in terms of agency, while scope and direction are not explicit. In the analyzed teaching
material, there are, however, several activities that correspond to the normative teaching tradition
frame in our heuristic model. While these activities do not rule out elements of pluralism in their
application, directions for societal change are implied already in their design. To exemplify, two quotes
from descriptions of such exercises are given below:
“This escalator shows how waste is managed. It is best if we keep ourselves at the top part
of the escalator. Questions to consider: 1. The top step [of the escalator] is about decreasing
the amount of waste from the start. How is this done? [ . . . ] 5. Why is it important to reuse
and recycle when possible?” [58] (p. 3)
“You are citizens of Tuvalu, an island nation in the Pacific Ocean. Your beautiful nation
is threatened by climate change. The sea level is rising and threatens to flood the islands,
salt water destroys the soil, and the coral reefs outside the coast are affected when the sea
becomes warmer and more acid. Within a couple of decades, it might be that you have to
abandon your islands.” [ . . . ] “The students are given the task to write a letter to the leaders
of the world to explain what is going on in Tuvalu, the reasons behind this, and what needs
to be done to avoid that the islands are flooded.” [59] (p. 12)
In summary, our analysis of the written Green Flag material elicits frames that correspond
to all the four general frames in our heuristic model. Overall, frames that embrace the pluralistic
teaching tradition and reproduction of certain democratic values dominate, along with frames that
indicate societal change in the general sense of strengthening agency of students. This overall picture
corresponds to the assessment of Swedish ESE policy documents by Olsson and Gericke [39] (p. 38).
At the same time, the analyzed teaching material includes activities that align with the normative
rather than the pluralistic teaching tradition. As we now turn to our analysis of the interviews, we will
focus on how the respondents perceive potential tensions stemming from this combination.
3.2. Frames Elicited from Interviews with Green Flag Strategists
As described above, at the onset of the interviews, the respondents were asked to describe
their views on the societal role of Green Flag, as well as on how Green Flag activities correspond
to the normative and pluralistic teaching traditions. The answers predominantly conformed to
the frames elicited from the Our Philosophy document. In terms of the societal role of Green
Flag, the respondents emphasized promotion of agency and critical thinking, and strengthening
of democratic competencies through student participation and deliberation. In terms of the teaching
traditions, they described pluralism as an ideal that has become more important over time, as Green
Flag has strived to support schools to meet democratic objectives in the value foundation of the
curriculum. This represents a shift of emphasis compared to the 90s and 00s, when Green Flag
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activities revolved more around the environmental impact of Green Flag schools in terms of e.g., energy
consumption and waste management.
In a few answers, the respondents elaborate on how they frame Green Flag as a promotor of
societal change beyond development of general agency, linking the initiative explicitly to certain
sustainability issues. One example is given below:
“So, if we return to your question why we are doing this? Well, we do it because we want to
reach out with sustainability issues to children and youth, to achieve a molding effect, to
influence the future. [ . . . ] So, this is the reason. When it comes to littering, we have worked
more or less with it [over time]. We supply pedagogical material about the littering issue.
That is our role.”
In both the written material and in respondents’ outlines of how the pluralistic teaching tradition
is promoted by Green Flag there are several descriptions of activities that enable discussions about sets
of perspectives that are pre-defined by design. The following quote from a respondent is one example
of this:
“The methodology has partly relied on four corner exercises, the hot chair, that sort of things
. . . [One example is] refrigerators in China. In the early 90’s, this seemed like an odd inquiry,
but since then there has been a lot of discussion about the enormous increase in material
standards in China. ‘We don’t have a right to decide about refrigerators in China’—that
would be one corner [when doing the exercise]. ‘We should export environmentally friendly
refrigerators to China’ would be another corner. ‘We should send our old refrigerators to
China for reuse’ would be another corner. ‘We should abolish refrigerators in China’ would be
another corner. People would stand in different corners, as a basis for discussion. You could
say that this is the holistic view of environmental education that has been dominating lately
and is expressed through the curriculum in my view—that we should provide students with
a capacity to understand sustainable development and then make decisions themselves.”
Following the initial questions, the interviewer pointed the respondents to the possible tensions
between frames elicited from the written Green Flag material. The interviewer asked the respondents
whether they agreed on these tensions, and if so, how they perceive that they play out and can be
handled. Below, we quote a few answers that are key to our discussion in the next section.
One respondent describes difficulties in getting the message of pluralism across to teachers in
Green Flag schools:
“My impression is that schools and teachers believe that they are more pluralistic than they
are. We see this when we ask about the extent of student involvement—they describe this
in very different ways . . . [ . . . ] Sometimes we feel that we nag and nag just by raising the
question [of student involvement]... But how it is implemented is a different matter . . . Some
[teachers] do a lot, they try to collect information about how students think. There is an
awareness that this is something good, that it strengthens the education. But on the other
hand, in some sense they [the teachers] are forced to think along those lines. Each teacher
solves the issue in their own way. [ . . . ] It is a process I think, speaking of development,
to abandon a view that students are empty sheets who you are supposed to teach values
that you believe in. There is a great span in the pluralistic thinking; in which perspectives
you include. We have not reached as far as you would think. There is plenty of valuing in
schools, regarding how students express themselves. [ . . . ] The question is to what extent
this can be taken out. Perhaps it is better to refer to the curriculum [as a basis for valuing
how students express themselves]. Maybe that is more realistic. Then it is at least clear where
the valuing comes from, so that you can relate to it.”
“When it comes to sustainability issues—then things come to a head, there are certain things
that are not feasible. I believe that this is very difficult for teachers . . . [ . . . ] you notice that
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they have an idea about what a good society looks like, and what sound values are. You
cannot desire more cars. It is probably difficult for teachers to allow conversations among
students that ends with a conclusion that grown-ups have not approved of as sustainable.
[ . . . ] We want to work with this, but at the same time, you cannot pretend that students can
have a say on everything that we work with, that is not feasible. Instead, you have to follow
a curriculum where there are certain objectives that teachers should strive for. So instead,
we have called on teachers to examine what students see and think and wonder about and
are interested in; we have tried to stress how important it is to pose open questions and
take the preunderstanding of students as a starting point; and other things that I believe
enable pluralistic approaches. [ . . . ] In our trainings [for teachers], we have tried to help by
talking about sustainability issues as complex questions without right or wrong answers.
The teachers are like ‘can you please tell us what is correct?’. Then I can only tell them
that there are pros and cons with everything, and that you need to support the students
in acknowledging that it is a complex world and in using information at hand to reach
decisions. But the teachers might not be there themselves, they ask ‘how should one do, how
should one think?’. I believe that our approach contributes to pluralistic thinking; there are no
truths [ . . . ] and that teachers do not have to know, because it is possible to explore together with
students. One day, evidence says that it is better to buy an organic apple, but the next day . . . ”
These quotes express an ambiguity. On the one hand, the respondent asserts that some things
are difficult to align with sustainability—“there are certain things that are not feasible”, such as “more
cars”. On the other hand, the respondent acknowledges the difficulties in defining what is right or
wrong in terms of sustainability—“there are no truths”. While the two statements are not logically
incommensurable, the reported difficulties in embracing the pluralistic teaching tradition among
teachers seem linked to a tension between them. As a possible strategy to address the tension,
the respondent points to the curriculum objectives as a justification for bounding pluralism by
establishing certain scope and content. In other respondents’ answers, we find suggestions along the
same lines:
”The value foundation [of the curriculum] serves a purpose; that students should gain certain
insights and understand certain things and become good citizens and so on, and that is
decided by the government and the parliament. [ . . . ] In Canada, at least in some states,
fact-based knowledge is the realm of the school, while norms, values and attitudes are the
task of the church and the hockey club. [ . . . ] It is a completely different view of education.
It is an interesting question—to what extent should the state govern [education]?”
“I believe that this is a fairly common misconception; people say that it [Green Flag] is only
about recycling. If you think so, you have not looked carefully into the tool. Of course, many
[schools] work with recycling. The ecological cycle is included in all curricula and courses.
It seems that people neglect this issue. If you look at the Sustainable Development Goals,
sustainable consumption and production, they address how we handle our resources. This is
an incredibly important question. If we handle our resources in a good way, we do not
have to produce as much new stuff, you save energy. Littering is an effect of unsustainable
consumption; it causes micro-plastics to end up in the ocean. If we had circular use of
materials, we would solve many other environmental problems, so it is a key issue. It is
possible to discuss it on many levels, also in gymnasium. [People say] ‘it is only about
recycling’, as if that was an unimportant question. It is an economic issue as well. Some
jobs are about mending stuff and renting out stuff, in order to create a circular system. It is
very important that you talk about sorting trash in preschool. They [the children] go home
and tell their parents, become experts, inspire their parents. Sometimes people talk about it
[sustainability] as something very big and complex. Those who try to make it tangible get
somewhat downgraded sometimes.”
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In our interpretation, the respondent cited in the first quote suggests that the politically mandated
value foundation of the curriculum justifies that certain “norms, values and attitudes” are passed
on to students, by making a comparison with the Canadian school system. In the second quote, our
interpretation is that the reference to curricula and the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s)
serves as a justification for stipulating a particular focus area and direction of societal change, in this
case recycling and a circular economic system.
When the respondents elaborate on the Green Flag promotes democratic modes of work in
terms of student influence, we discern an analogous argument—that curriculum objectives provide
boundaries for the degree of participation and influence. One example is given below.
“When we design lectures, things become very tangible. We try to include components of
participation, but in a feasible way. [ . . . ] Things that are possible to implement. [ . . . ]
In our surveys, we frequently receive answers on participation saying ’well, sort of’. They
[the students] have been given a say, in a way, but maybe they did not realize it. They
have been given influence to some extent, but they perhaps anticipated that they could
decide the course content. But the frames are set and you need to acknowledge that. [ . . . ]
There are course objectives to be met, you are supposed to inspire and coach students to
reach the objectives. It is important to use different sorts of working modes. Not only
information, but also discussions, questioning and dilemmas—you work in different ways
and you participate in the lectures in order to avoid one-way communication all the time.
But sometimes, I believe that this [one-way communication] is useful as well. It is a mix.”
At the same time, the respondents emphasize that the selection of a sustainability theme to focus
on in a Green Flag is made by a local “Green Flag council” of engaged teachers and students. The
democratic aspect of this selection can be interpreted as a possible justification for bounding pluralism.
“To me, Green Flag is democracy. The Green Flag council is a foundation. Children and
teachers decide together—what to do, what to work with. [ . . . ] The council decides if they
want to work with batteries, littering or something else. We work a lot with Agenda 2030
and the SDG’s. Now, it is possible to indicate [in the digital reporting system of the Green
Flag] which SDG your work is linked to.”
In other answers, we discern an additional suggestion for how bounding of pluralism can be justified:
“What are reasonably boundaries to pluralism? After all, there are facts . . . Sometimes I feel
that you must not forget about the planetary boundaries; they are expressed in the system
conditions and so on. Sometimes I feel that the environment is not very prominent in ESD.
Other things are important, but it is still the environment and the nature that set limits to
what we can do on this globe. It is a basis for me. [ . . . ] you have to, sort of, understand that
you have to do certain things that might feel like sacrifices or conflict ridden.”
“Climate change sceptics are difficult. They are only 2 percent, though . . . should you always
acknowledge all perspectives, even when they are not relevant? That is not realistic, and
for how long are we supposed to do it? I would have understood if they [climate change
sceptics] constituted 30 percent against 70, but if it is only 2 percent . . . [ . . . ] For how long
do we include everyone? When have we reached a decision? If you want to bring everyone
on board, it takes very long. And it is not certain that people can change.”
“Before the ESE conference in Linköping, we were to plan discussion sessions, and one
suggestion for a topic was ‘how can we move from normative and fact-based to pluralistic
education?”. But then someone said ‘shouldn’t we ask how to make them complements?’,
and that felt liberating. Sometimes it feels like you are absolutely not allowed to talk about
fact-based and normative, because everything has to be pluralistic . . . It has to be mix, it is
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like . . . if you have worked in schools you know that it is needed. I think that it is dangerous
to run in only one direction. It is important that it [pluralism] has become acknowledged
and of course you should work according to pluralism and see that there are no single right
answers. You have to be able to discuss and view things from different perspectives and so
on, but you have to be able to give a lecture about climate and carbon dioxide as well, how it
actually impacts the climate, it is a precondition.”
The quotes point to certain facts or degree of scientific agreement as a basis for bounding pluralism.
In the last quote, the respondent asserts that in practice, ESE has to involve a mix of normative and
pluralistic teaching. The respondent also refers to the fact-based teaching tradition, which was
originally derived alongside the normative and pluralistic teaching traditions [50]. According to
this tradition, objective facts related to sustainability can, and should, be separated from normative
implications in ESE teaching [13]. Fact-based teaching strives to avoid any influence on the moral
stands of students by excluding both promotion of certain values (as in normative teaching) and
discussion on competing values (as in pluralistic teaching). Hence, it falls outside the spaces defined
by our heuristic model. The idea that it is possible to separate facts from values in ESE has been widely
questioned in research [4,35,60,61].
3.3. Summary of Frame Analysis
The four general frames in our heuristic model are all present in the empirics, albeit with varying
frequency. As already indicated in our comments on the quotes, we discern tensions between some of
the elicited frames. More specifically, we see a potential challenge in combining:
1.
2.

an endorsement of the pluralistic teaching tradition and a strive to reproduce democratic values
related to student participation, influence and open-ended discussion, with
promotion of societal change that in some cases goes beyond development of general agency by
defining direction and scope, partly through teaching material that enables normative rather than
pluralistic teaching.

In the empirics, this tension is discernible as a certain conceptual dissonance between the Our
philosophy document and some of the examined Green Flag teaching materials; as ambiguity among
respondents regarding the presence of objective foundations for moral judgements on sustainability
issues; and as reported uncertainty and hesitation among teachers regarding pluralistic teaching
and student participation. The tension can be viewed in light of earlier reports on challenges in
implementation of participatory and pluralistic ESE in Swedish schools and preschools [50,55,62–65].
In their reasoning, the respondents indicate several ways of handling the tension. As we read
them, they all outline justifications for bounding of pluralism in the design of teaching materials,
lectures and activities undertaken by the Green Flag, thereby allowing for elements of normative
teaching and promotion of certain societal change. We propose that three generally formulated
justifications can be derived from the suggestions:
1.

2.
3.

Certain facts or degree of scientific consensus can justify bounding of pluralism by design of ESE,
by giving precedence to selected perspectives, downplaying others, or specifying a direction for
societal change to be promoted.
Objectives decided by elected bodies (e.g., curriculum objectives, SDG’s) can justify bounding of
pluralism by design of ESE, by defining a content or a direction of societal change to be promoted.
Decisions taken jointly by student and teacher representatives can justify bounding of pluralism
by design of ESE, by defining a content or a direction of societal change to be promoted.

4. Discussion
Our results indicate that literature advocating pluralistic ESE has had a significant influence
on how the Green Flag perceives its field of work, not least conceptually, as a majority of elicited
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frames align with the pluralistic teaching tradition frame of our heuristic model. At the same time, the
respondents report that pluralistic teaching in schools associated with the Green Flag is challenging,
which implies a need for further discussions and theorizing. In our view, the justifications for bounding
pluralism derived from the Green Flag empirics point to several avenues for such discussions. Below,
we reflect on a few connections between the justifications and the prominent theoretical underpinnings
of pluralistic ESE that we identified in our introduction. Then, we will point to linkages between
the justifications and the concept of libertarian paternalism, and a typology of legitimate sources of
representation that could serve as useful conceptual tools in future research and practice.
The justifications for bounding by design derived from the Green Flag empirics stand in contrast
to key messages in the different strands of literature advocating pluralistic ESE. Contributions that
draw on Habermas’s theories stress how ESE should enable deliberation that adheres to standards of
communicative rationality, including acknowledgement of the plurality of relevant perspectives on an
issue and exchange of legitimate validity claims, which potentially can create consensus [14,18–20].
Contributions that draw on post-structuralism outline instead how ESE can adhere to principles
of difference democracy, which holds that political conflicts cannot be overcome through rational
consensus as idealized by Habermas. Instead, they call for pluralism in terms of safeguarding the
political contestability of issues discussed in ESE through agonistic debate and a continuous openness
to perspectives that challenge hegemonic norms and discourses [28,37,66].
Even though these theories provide limited explicit support for bounding by design, certain
elements of agreement with the justifications put forward by the Green Flag strategists are found in
texts that discuss their practical application. In relation to difference democracy, some ESE authors take
note of Mouffe’s assertion that a democracy must rely on a “conflictual consensus” on the values of
liberty and equality for all [16,30]. These values thus cannot be rejected, although their interpretation
is subject to debate. In relation to the justifications, this implies that curriculum objectives of liberty
and equality should not be contested in ESE. In terms of our heuristic model, it links to the potential
tension between pluralistic teaching and the reproduction of human rights that is indicated in the
Green Flag Our philosophy document. Mouffe’s assertion can be compared with the view of Kronlid,
who, for pedagogical reasons, suggests that students should be allowed to express anti-democratic
(but not illegal) arguments in school [67].
Certain support for the justifications is also found in contributions on how Habermas can inform
ESE. While acknowledging the different types of validity claims that Habermas outline as fundamental
to deliberation, Fritzén and Gustavsson assert that “In order to keep such [deliberative] discussions
from being a mere exchange of personal opinions, the arguments should be based on scientifically grounded
knowledge” [19] (p. 156). This position can be contrasted with those of scholars who hold that knowledge
stemming from positivistic science should not be privileged over other types [13,68].
Also drawing on Habermas, Englund et al. [20] translate the ideal conditions for communicative
rationality into less strict characteristics of “deliberative communication” in formal education.
For example, Habermas’s requirement for inclusivity—“no one who could make a relevant contribution
may be prevented from participating” [69] (p. 82)—is modified as “different views are confronted with one
another and arguments for these different views are given time and space and are articulated and presented” [20]
(p. 38), allowing for a less comprehensive representation of relevant perspectives. In the motivations
for relaxing Habermas’s requirements in educational settings, Englund et al. draw on Fraser’s [70]
concept of weak publics:
“deliberative democracy implies in principle (if not in reality) equal citizens, while the
participants in deliberative communication in formal educational settings, for example,
are teachers and students, that is, individuals with differing knowledge and experience and
differences in authority, formal as well as real, deliberating within a ‘weak public.’” [20] (p. 34)
The reference to authority and knowledge corresponds to the justifications for bounding pluralism
based on curriculum objectives and facts conveyed by teachers. Englund et al. stress the situational
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judgement of teachers when deciding on such deliberation, and on the conditions for it: “Creating a
discursive situation in the classroom, and having intuition and knowledge about whether this situation is at
hand, are mainly a matter of the teacher’s judgement, a matter of phronesis.” (p. 39), and “it is the professional
teacher who has the crucial role with regard to the direction, possible continuation, and conclusion of deliberative
communication.” (p. 41)
Literature that advocates pluralistic ESE based on pragmatism and Dewey’s transactional theory
conceptualize learning as meaning-making that stems from continuous interplay between, on the
one hand, learners and their previous experiences, and, on the other hand, their social and physical
environment [7,16,71]. This process-oriented understanding of learning and the anti-foundational
ontology of pragmatism can explain the reluctance to theorize bounding of pluralism by design in
this literature. However, Dewey’s writings on education do not oppose attempts to undertake such
bounding. In “Democracy and education”, Dewey discusses different expression of “education as
direction” and educational aims [72]. He asserts that “purely external direction is impossible” (p. 30) and
that students can only be influenced in terms of re-direction of processes already ongoing, using their
environment as a necessary intermediary. Nevertheless, he also explicitly outlines the task of schools
to purposefully select material and methods that enter this learning environment, thus implying
bounding by design:
“it is the business of the school environment to eliminate, so far as possible, the unworthy
features of the existing environment from influence upon mental habitudes. [ . . . ] Selection
aims not only at simplifying but at weeding out what is undesirable. [ . . . ] The school has
the duty of omitting such things from the environment which it supplies, and thereby doing
what it can to counteract their influence in the ordinary social environment. By selecting the
best for its exclusive use, it strives to reinforce the power of this best.” (p. 25)
As pointed out by Mougan [73], Dewey rejects that such control of learning environments must
be coercive, acknowledging that individuals sometimes chose to go their own way. At the same time,
Dewey trusts the human urge to take part in social activities where meaning and common interests
emerge in relation to their environment. Mougan argues that there are similarities between Dewey’s
view and the concept of libertarian paternalism coined by Sunstein and Thaler [41,42,74]. Sunstein
and Thaler assert that paternalistic influence of societal institutions is difficult to avoid, as “there is no
such thing as neutral design” [42] (p. 3), but that certain freedom of choice can still be respected:
“Once it is understood that some organizational decisions are inevitable, that a form of
paternalism cannot be avoided, and that the alternatives to paternalism (such as choosing
options to make people worse off) are unattractive, we can abandon the less interesting
question of whether to be paternalistic or not, and turn to the more constructive question of
how to choose among the possible choice-influencing options.” [41] (p. 1159)
We agree with Pedwell [75] that the assumptions underlying the views of Dewey on the one hand
and those of Sunstein and Thaler on the other diverge in important aspects. In particular, whereas
libertarian paternalism implies that behavior can be influenced in predictable, top-down ways without
necessarily considering possible needs for wider structural change, Dewey emphasizes that intentional
influence cannot be predicted exactly, and that it is necessary to acknowledge how unique individuals
with a free will interact with a wider complex and dynamic environment.
Nonetheless, we assert that the concept of libertarian paternalism is a reasonable valid and realistic
characterization of how pluralism is often applied in Swedish primary, secondary and pre-school
ESE. In the Green Flag empirics, it is evident e.g., in the choices that Green Flag councils make
between predetermined sustainability themes, and in learning activities that allow for pluralism
within boundaries defined by policy objectives such as the SDG’s. In these outlines, it enables what
Håkansson et al. call normative deliberation [31], i.e., political deliberation in an overall direction that
is defined by design.
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To the extent that such paternalism cannot be avoided in ESE design, ESE literature that ignores
it or holds that it should be resisted might not be useful to practitioners. Instead, both its liberal
non-coercive elements and its normative biases should be constructively acknowledged. In this
regard, we suggest that the justifications for bounding by design can be viewed as examples of the
choice-influencing options that Sunstein and Thaler mention in the quote above. As such, they deserve
scrutiny in order to, in the words of Wals, “reflect on and expose the, often-times, implicit normativity
of education in general and of education for sustainable development in particular” [6] (p. 150). Sunstein
emphasizes that “choice architecture should be transparent and subject to public scrutiny” [74] (p. 428), which
in our view partly responds to the critique that Pedwell formulates against libertarian paternalism.
We argue that in a corresponding way, strategies for bounding of pluralism in ESE should be as
conscious and transparent as possible. Here, we see an important reference in Kelly’s principles to
safeguard against indoctrination through education [76]. These include teacher disclosure, which
implies e.g., that “teachers should disclose their view openly and unashamedly” (p. 130). We propose here
the addition that teachers engaging should disclose justifications for how they bound pluralism, or,
in more general terms, how they chose to handle the tensions between the ideals stipulated by the
frames in our heuristic model. This is crucial not least in transformative ESE approaches that strive
for radical societal change. While we agree with Englund et al. [20] that teaching is always based
partly on situational judgement, and thus can never be described fully in terms of general strategies,
the inevitably normative and political aspects of ESE practice must allow for critical examination,
which is difficult if teachers’ choices are legitimized to a large extent with reference to phronesis.
In addition, the challenges associated with pluralistic teaching reported in the Green Flag empirics
and in other studies of Swedish ESE indicate a need for support to practitioners that include tangible
outlines of how bounding by design can be undertaken in legitimate ways.
In this regard, we note a correspondence between the justifications and O’Neill’s typology of
sources of legitimacy in deliberation on sustainability issues [43]. We suggest that this typology
can be used both to support bounding by design and as a framework to examine this bounding
critically. In O’Neill’s work, the need to bound pluralism is expressed in terms of the impossibility
and undesirability to design democratic processes in which the outside world is fully represented:
“The congress of the world is not best represented by the world itself ” (p. 485). This statement reveals how
pluralism is not a useful democratic concept in its extreme form, as selective representation is necessary.
The sources of legitimacy identified by O’Neill concern the representation of certain people and of
views that these people hold (he also discusses by whom these groups and views are represented,
which in formal education typically means teachers and students, even though external actors can be
present as well). The typology defines three sources of legitimacy:
1.

2.

3.

Epistemic values. Here, knowledge, expertise and/or judgement legitimize that certain people
or their views are represented. This source of legitimacy corresponds to justification 1 above,
i.e., that views of experts conveyed through teachers and curricula are given precedence over
opposing views by non-experts, thereby bounding pluralism.
Authority or democratic accountability. Here, authorization or political mandate legitimize
that certain people and their views are represented. This source of legitimacy can be linked to
justification 2 above, i.e., that objectives decided by elected bodies and expressed e.g., in the
curriculum or the SDG’s can be used to bound of pluralism. The authority of the teacher to steer
the education also draws on this source of legitimacy.
Presence or shared identity. This source of legitimacy stems from direct presence of groups
affected by an issue, or representation of these groups by others with whom they share aspects
of identity. To the extent that a sustainability issue affects students and teachers, classroom
deliberation in accordance with the pluralistic teaching tradition draws on this source of
legitimacy. In terms of bounding of pluralism by design, it can be linked to justification 3,
if a student council representing other students through shared identity decide on the scope and
content of education.
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These sources of legitimacy can be combined in democratic decision making or educational
settings, and the typology can be used to identify sources that are missing or should be strengthened
(if possible—O’Neill notes that representation of nonhumans and future generations can rely only on
epistemic values, as presence or accountable representation is impossible). While different sources
of legitimacy might be congruent and mutually enforcing, e.g., if objectives decided by elected
political bodies reflect epistemic values such as scientific facts, tensions that correspond to those
in our heuristic model can also be expected [43,77]. For example, different political objectives are
frequently incompatible, and scientific facts might call for more radical societal change than what
democratically accountable bodies stipulate. Hence, it is clear that that the typology does not offer
a general recipe for the bounding of pluralism in ESE. Nonetheless, we argue that it can support
practitioners to critically reflect on and make transparent and justifiable choices when designing ESE.
Along with conceptualizations of the potential tensions between different ideals in ESE, as enabled in
our heuristic model, it can assist in avoiding confusion and incoherence that follows if a rhetoric of
pluralism conceals the normative and political implications inherent in its unavoidable bounding in a
given ESE setting.
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